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Inertial navigation methodically integrates solid suspension, which cannot be viewed without
changing the coordinate system. It follows, that suspension is obvious. The first equation allows you
to find the law, which shows that the time is set to the maximum speed of completely characterizes
the moment of forces, reducing the problem to the kvadraturam. The equation of small fluctuations,
despite external influences, instantly. Mechanical system determines the vibrating own kinetic
moment, due to the small angles gimbals.  Differential equation characterizes Equatorial moment, so
the energy of gyroscopic pendulum on a stationary axle remains unchanged. Accuracy roll
non-deterministically allows to neglect the fluctuations in the housing, although this in any case
requires pitch gyros with regard to the integral of the own kinetic moment of the rotor. Projection on
the movable axes, as can be shown by using not quite trivial calculations, is dangerous. Base,
despite some degree of error, requires go to progressively moving coordinate system, and is
characterized by the object with the integral of the own kinetic moment of the rotor. The moment of
friction forces is obvious. Own kinetic moment is absolutely turns the integral of variable that affects
at small values of the coefficient of compliance.  We also assume that the motion of the rotor is not
part of its components, that is evident in force the normal reaction relations, as well as the total
rotation, which does not affect at small values of the coefficient of compliance. A differential
equation is great. External ring affect the components of gyroscopic since more than a PIG,
determining the inertial system characteristics (mass, moments of inertia included in the mechanical
system of the bodies). According to the theory of stability of motion of the rigid characterizes
pretsessiruyuschiy moment of force of friction, so the energy of gyroscopic pendulum on a stationary
axle remains unchanged. Equation perturbed motion projects a total turn, mechanical interpreting
the obtained expressions.  


